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The characteristic function of spectral estimates obtained via overlapped FFT processing of windowed data is presented for a random process containing a signal tone and Gaussian noise. For the special case of noise-alone, the probability distribution of the estimate is plotted and compared with an approximation utilizing only the first two moments and found to be in excellent agreement in probability over the range (.0001, .9999) for several data windows, overlaps, and time-bandwidth products. This result means that knowledge of the equivalent degrees of freedom of the spectral estimate is...
20. (Cont'd): adequate for a complete probabilistic description, even when the overlap results in significant statistical dependence of the component FFT outputs.
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF SPECTRAL ESTIMATES
OBTAINED VIA OVERLAPPED FFT PROCESSING
OF WINDOWED DATA

INTRODUCTION

Estimation of the autospectrum of a stationary random process by means of overlapped FFT processing of windowed data (the so-called direct method) is a popular and efficient method, especially for data with pure tones present. Stable spectral estimates, as measured by the equivalent degrees of freedom of the spectral estimate, result when the product of the available record length and the desired frequency resolution (the time-bandwidth product) is large in comparison with unity. (See, for example, references 1 and 2 and the references listed therein.)

The equivalent degrees of freedom of the spectral estimate is an incomplete probabilistic descriptor, because it depends only on the mean and variance of the random variable. In this report, we address the problem of obtaining the characteristic function of the spectral estimate with overlap processing, of a signal tone present in Gaussian noise, and thence the cumulative probability distribution (perhaps by numerical means as given in references 3 and 4). For the case of signal-absent also, we will compare the exact probability distribution with an approximate distribution that uses only the first two moments of the spectral estimate, to see when the approximate distribution can
be used as a valid probabilistic description. Some related work is available in reference 5 and the papers cited therein.

A discussion of the relative stability of the spectral estimates with signal tones present, and of a cross-spectral estimate, completes the presentation.

CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION FOR SIGNAL PLUS NOISE

The method and conditions of processing are described fully in reference 1 and, for sake of brevity, will not be repeated here. The power spectral estimate at analysis frequency, \( f \), is given by (reference 1, pp. 2-4)

\[
\hat{G}(f) = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{p=1}^{P} |Y_p(f)|^2, \tag{1}
\]

where \( P \) is the total number of weighted data segments. Here*

\[
Y_p(f) = \int dt \exp(-i2\pi ft) x(t) w\left[t - \frac{1}{2}L - (p-1)S\right], \tag{2}
\]

where \( x(t) \) is the available (complex) data process, \( w(t) \) is the data window of length \( L \), and \( S \) is the amount of shift each adjacent data window undergoes. The fractional overlap is therefore \( 1 - S/L \).

*Integrals without limits are over the range of non-zero integrand.
If we let \( x(t) \) be composed of a pure signal tone* 
\[
s(t) = A \exp(i2\pi f_0 t + \theta)
\]  
(3)
and zero-mean Gaussian noise \( n(t) \), (2) can be expressed as
\[
Y_p = Y_{ps} + Y_{pn},
\]  
(4)
where the variable \( f \) is suppressed for notational convenience and complex (non-random) constant
\[
Y_{ps} = A W(f-f_0) \exp\left[i\theta - i2\pi(f-f_0)(\frac{1}{2} L + (p-1)S)\right],
\]  
(5)
where
\[
W(f) \equiv \int dt \exp(-i2\pi ft) w(t).
\]  
(6)

\( |W(f)|^2 \) is called the spectral window (see equation (5), reference 1), and has analysis bandwidth \( B \). Now if analysis frequency, \( f \), is not within a bandwidth, \( B \), of tone frequency, \( f_0 \), (5) will be zero; therefore, we limit consideration to \( |f-f_0| < B \). The remaining term in (4),
\[
Y_{pn} = \int dt \exp(-i2\pi ft) n(t) w\left[t - \frac{1}{2} L - (p-1)S\right],
\]  
(7)
is complex Gaussian since \( n(t) \) is Gaussian.

Substituting (4) in (1), the spectral estimate is given by
\[
\hat{G}(f) = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{p=1}^{p} |Y_{ps} + Y_{pn}|^2,
\]  
(8)

*The generalization to several separated tones will be obvious.
where \( \{Y_{ps}\} \) are complex constants and \( \{Y_{pn}\} \) are complex correlated Gaussian zero-mean random variables, and the correlation is due to the overlapped processing.

In appendix A, the characteristic function of forms like (8) is evaluated; it specializes here to the form

\[
C(\xi) = \prod_{p=1}^{P} \left( (1-i\lambda_p \xi_p/P)^{-1} \exp \left( \frac{i|u_p|^2 \lambda_p \xi_p/P}{1-i\lambda_p \xi_p/P} \right) \right), \tag{9}
\]

where \( \{\lambda_p\} \) are the eigenvalues of \( P \times P \) matrix

\[
K \equiv \left[ \mathbb{E} \left\{Y_{pn} Y_{qn}^* \right\} \right]_P,
\tag{10}
\]

and

\[
\mu = Q^{-\frac{1}{2}} K^{-\frac{1}{2}} m,
\tag{11}
\]

where \( Q \) is the normalized modal matrix of \( K \), and

\[
m = \begin{bmatrix} Y & \cdots & Y \end{bmatrix}^T.
\tag{12}
\]

The evaluation of \( K \) in (10) is considered in appendix B. It is given by

\[
K = \begin{bmatrix} K_{q-p} \end{bmatrix}_{n \times w} = G_n(f) \phi(0) R,
\tag{13}
\]

where \( G_n(f) \) is the noise spectral density at analysis frequency, \( f \);

\[
\phi(t) = \int dt w(t) w^*(t-t);
\tag{14}
\]
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and

\[ R = \begin{bmatrix} r_{q-p} \\ \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & r_1 & r_2 & \cdots & r_{p-1} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ r_{1-p} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(15)

where

\[ r_m = \frac{\phi_w(mS)}{\phi_w(0)} \]

(16)

A Fourier transformation of (9) would yield the probability density function of the spectral estimate (8), for a tone present. This would have to be done numerically, but has not been pursued here.

MEAN AND VARIANCE FOR SIGNAL PLUS NOISE

By means of (A-16), the mean and variance* of spectral estimate, \( \hat{G}(f) \), in (8) can be expressed as

Mean \( \{ \hat{G}(f) \} = K_0 + \frac{1}{P} \sum_{k=1}^{P} |m_k|^2 \),

(17)

\[ \text{Var} \{ \hat{G}(f) \} = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{k=1-P}^{P-1} \left( 1 - \left| \frac{k}{P} \right| \right) |K_k|^2 + \frac{2}{P^2} m^H K m, \]

(18)

in terms of the quantities in (12) and (13). Employing the explicit relationships in (12) and (13), there follows

\[ \text{Mean} \{ \hat{G}(f) \} = G_n(f) \phi_w(0) + A^2 |W(f-f_c)|^2, \]

(19)

*More generally, the cumulants are given by (A-7).
and

\[
\text{Var} \left\{ \hat{G}(f) \right\} = \left[ \hat{G}_n(f) \right]^2 \frac{1}{p} \sum_{k=1-p}^{p-1} \left( 1 - \frac{|k|}{p} \right) |r_k|^2
\]

\[+ 2A^2 |W(f-f_o)|^2 G_n(f) \phi_w(0) \frac{1}{p} \sum_{k=1-p}^{p-1} \left( 1 - \frac{|k|}{p} \right) r_k \exp\left( ik2\pi(f-f_o)S \right), \quad (20)\]

where we have employed (15) and (5).

At this point, it is convenient to define the output signal power of a window filter with transfer function, \( W \), centered at \( f \) as

\[Q_s(f) = A^2 |W(f-f_o)|^2, \quad (21)\]

and the output noise power of the same filter as

\[Q_n(f) = \int d\mu G_n(\mu) |W(\mu-f)|^2 = G_n(f) \int d\mu |W(\mu-f)|^2 = G_n(f) \phi_w(0). \quad (22)\]

Then (19) and (20) take the forms

\[
\text{Mean} \left\{ \hat{G}(f) \right\} = Q_n(f) + Q_s(f) \quad (23)
\]

and

\[
\text{Var} \left\{ \hat{G}(f) \right\} = Q_n^2(f) \frac{1}{p} \sum_{k=1-p}^{p-1} \left( 1 - \frac{|k|}{p} \right) |r_k|^2
\]

\[+ 2Q_s(f)Q_n(f) \frac{1}{p} \sum_{k=1-p}^{p-1} \left( 1 - \frac{|k|}{p} \right) r_k \exp(ik2\pi(f-f_o)S). \quad (24)\]

From (24), we see that the presence of signal \((A \neq 0)\) always increases the absolute level of the variance of the spectral estimate over that for noise-alone. If the noise is absent, the variance of the estimate is zero. If the signal is absent, the equivalent degrees of freedom, defined as
The EDF is identical to equation (8), reference 1, as it should be.

On the other hand, for $Q_s(f) \gg Q_n(f)$,

$$E_D F_s \equiv \frac{2 \text{(Mean)}^2}{\text{Variance}} = \frac{2}{\text{P-1}} \sum_{k=1-P}^{P-1} \left(1 - \frac{|k|}{P}\right) |r_k|^2 ,$$

is approximately unity for $f = f_o$ and reasonable overlaps (see (27) below). That is, the relative fluctuation in the spectral estimate is reduced by the addition of signal, even though the absolute variance increases.

For Hanning weighting and 50% overlap ($S = 1/2$), we find $r_o = 1$, $r_{+1} = 1/6$, $r_k = 0$ for $k \neq 2$. Then the two sums in (25) and (26) take on the values

$$1 + (1 - \frac{1}{P}) \frac{1}{18} , 1 + (1 - \frac{1}{P}) \frac{1}{3} \cos \left[ 2\pi (f - f_o) S \right] ,$$

respectively. The former value is slightly larger than unity, whereas the latter value varies between approximately $2/3$ and $4/3$, depending on the exact location of the signal tone frequency, $f_o$, with respect to the analysis frequency, $f$. For an FFT approach, at least one bin has
its frequency location, \( f \), such that \( |f-f_0| \lesssim (2L)^{-1} \); thus, at least one frequency bin is located such that the latter value in (27) is larger than unity.

Figure 1A represents the power spectral estimate, (1), plotted on a linear scale proportional to watts. The "ribbon width" in the region of noise-alone is denoted by \( a \). The amount of fluctuation of the estimate at \( f_0 \) is denoted by \( b \) and is larger than \( a \). (The quantity \( b \) is observable only by rerunning the spectral estimation procedure for independent noise segments.)

If, instead, the power spectral estimate is plotted on a dB scale (see figure 1B), the noise-alone ribbon width, \( c \), is larger than the fluctuation, \( d \), of the estimate at \( f_0 \). The mathematics behind this
conclusion follows. Let the spectral estimate at frequency $f$ be expressed as

$$\hat{G}(f) = m \cdot x,$$

(28)

where $m$ is non-random and $x$ has zero-mean and variance $\sigma^2$. Then

$$\delta B \equiv 10 \log \hat{G}(f) = 10 \log m + 10 \log(1 + \frac{x}{m}).$$

(29)

Now suppose that $\sigma/m << 1$, which could be realized by means of a large number of pieces, $P$, or a high signal to noise ratio; then

$$\delta B \approx 10 \log m + \frac{10}{1 \ln 10} \frac{x}{m}.$$  

(30)

The last term in (30) is proportional to the relative stability of the spectral estimate (28); in fact

$$\text{Var}\{\delta B\} \approx \left( \frac{10}{1 \ln 10} \right)^2 \frac{\sigma^2}{m^2},$$

(31)

which can be made arbitrarily small. Thus a plot like figure 1 is easily achievable and should be anticipated for a pure tone in Gaussian noise.

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR NOISE-ALONE

For noise-alone, the mean and variance of spectral estimate, $\hat{G}(f)$, are available from (19), (20), and (16) as

$$\text{Mean}\{\hat{G}(f)\} = G_n(f) \phi_w(0),$$

$$\text{Var}\{\hat{G}(f)\} = G^2_n(f) \frac{1}{P} \sum_{k=1-P}^{P-1} \left( 1 - \frac{|k|}{P} \right) \left| \phi_w(k) \right|^2,$$

(32)
which agree with equations (5) and (6), reference 1, respectively.

More generally, the characteristic function follows from (9) as

$$C(\xi) = \left[ \prod_{p=1}^{P} \{1-i\lambda_p \xi/p\} \right]^{-1} \quad (33)$$

Now let us define a normalized random variable

$$\hat{g} \equiv \frac{\hat{g}(f)}{G_n(f)\phi_w(0)} ; \quad (34)$$

notice that the scale factor is independent of $P$ and the amount of overlap. Thus the mean $E(\hat{g}) = 1$, and the characteristic function of $\hat{g}$ is

$$C_{\hat{g}}(\xi) = \left[ \prod_{p=1}^{P} \{1-i\lambda^{(R)}_p \xi/p\} \right]^{-1} , \quad (35)$$

where $\{\lambda^{(R)}_p\}$ are the eigenvalues of matrix $R$ in (15). Then by a partial fraction expansion, the probability that random variable $\hat{g}$ remains below a threshold value $v$, is found to be

$$\text{Prob} (\hat{g} < v) = 1 - \sum_{k=1}^{P} B_k \exp \left(-\frac{v}{\lambda^{(R)}_k / p}\right), \quad v > 0, \quad (36)$$

where

$$B_k = \left[ \frac{\lambda^{(R)}_k} \lambda^{(R)}_k \right]^{P-1}, \quad 1 \leq k \leq P, \quad (37)$$

$$\prod_{p=1}^{P} \prod_{p \neq k} \left\{ \frac{\lambda^{(R)}_k - \lambda^{(R)}_p}{p} \right\}.$$
We have assumed all the eigenvalues of $\mathbf{R}$ to be unequal; this is the case if the overlap is greater than 0, which is the case of most practical interest. The eigenvalues are all non-negative since $\mathbf{R}$ is a non-negative definite matrix (see appendix B).

Equation (36) is an exact expression for the cumulative probability distribution in terms of the eigenvalues of matrix $\mathbf{R}$. If we consider another random variable, $t$, with the same mean and variance as $\hat{g}$, a candidate approximate characteristic function is (guided by form (35))

$$C_t(\xi) = (1-i\xi/b)^{-b},$$

where, in order to maintain the same variance, we choose

$$\frac{1}{b} = \frac{1}{p^2} \sum_{p=1}^{P} \lambda_p^{(R)} \frac{1}{p^2} \sum_{p,q=1}^{P} \left| r_{p,q} \right|^2 = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{k=1-P}^{P-1} \left( 1 - \frac{|k|}{p} \right) \left| r_k \right|^2.$$

Equation (8), reference 1, shows that $b = K/2$, i.e., half of the equivalent degrees of freedom. Then the approximate probability density function is

$$p(t) = \frac{1}{\Gamma(b)} b^{b-1} e^{-bt} t^{b-1}, t > 0,$$

and the approximate cumulative probability distribution is (equations 6.5.2 and 6.5.12, reference 6):

$$\int_0^v dt \ p(t) = \frac{1}{\Gamma(b+1)} (bv)^b e^{-bv} \ {}_1F_1(1;1+b;bv), v > 0.$$
(A further simpler approximation, not pursued here, would be to set \( b_1 = \) integer part of \( b \), \( b_2 = b_1 + 1 \), and bracket the results above by two simpler sums.)

We shall now make quantitative comparisons between exact result (36) and approximation (41) which has the same mean and variance. The question is: is \( b \) in (39) and (41) a sufficient statistic to accurately quantitatively describe the exact cumulative probability distribution (36), for representative data windows, overlap, number of pieces, and time-bandwidth products, over the range of probabilities of interest to most users? If so, then attention can be confined to the equivalent degrees of freedom and its maximization alone, as was done in reference 1; this simplification would be most worthwhile and of obvious importance.

The actual numerical computation of the cumulative probability distribution \( \text{Prob}(\tilde{x} < v) \), is considered in appendix C. In figure 2, the exact cumulative probability distribution for Hanning windowing is presented for time-bandwidth product \( BT = 8, 16, 32, 64 \), where \( T \) is the available record length and \( B \) is the desired resolution bandwidth. In each plot, the overlap is varied from 0 to approximately 75\%, and the distribution plotted on a normal probability ordinate covering the range (.0001, .9999). The fact that the curves are not straight lines over this range means that a Gaussian approximation to the power spectral estimate would not suffice. However, the Gaussian approximation would be a fairly good one for larger BT and P (see figure 2D, for example).
The fact that the curves in figure 2 are virtually identical for overlaps greater than 50% means that there is little point in choosing overlaps greater than this amount. This confirms the choices of overlap made in reference 1, where attention was confined to the equivalent degrees of freedom. The ideal distribution would be a vertical line at \( v = 1 \); the closeness of these curves to the ideal is a measure of the spread of the spectral estimate.

The corresponding results for the approximation (41) are presented in figure 3. The curves are virtually identical to those of figure 2 over the complete range of probabilities considered, for various values of BT and overlap.

For a cubic window, the exact results and the approximation are given in figures 4 and 5, respectively. The conclusions are identical to those made for the Hanning window.
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FLUCTUATIONS OF CROSS SPECTRAL ESTIMATE

This topic is not directly related to the earlier material on autospectral estimation; however, it is an important observation and merits a comment. For two uncorrelated processes, x and y, the cross spectrum \( G_{xy}(f) = 0 \). However, the cross spectral estimate, \( \hat{G}_{xy}(f) \), satisfies the equations (reference 2):

\[
\begin{align*}
E \left\{ \hat{G}_{xy}(f) \right\} &= 0, \\
E \left\{ \hat{G}_{xy}^2(f) \right\} &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
E \left\{ \left| \hat{G}_{xy}(f) \right|^2 \right\} = \frac{2}{K} G_{xx}(f) G_{yy}(f) \approx 2\sigma^2, \tag{42}
\]

where \( K \) is the equivalent degrees of freedom. Now, if \( K \gg 1 \), \( \hat{G}_{xy}(f) \) is approximately complex Gaussian. Therefore, if we define the amplitude estimate

\[
A \equiv \left| \hat{G}_{xy}(f) \right|, \tag{43}
\]

it has probability density function

\[
p(x) = \frac{x}{\sigma^2} \exp \left( - \frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2} \right), \quad x > 0. \tag{44}
\]

Then the mean of \( A \) is

\[
E \left\{ A \right\} = \left( \frac{k}{2} \right)^{1/2} \sigma = \left( \frac{k}{2} \frac{G_{xx}(f) G_{yy}(f)}{K} \right)^{1/2}, \tag{45}
\]

which is a rather slow decay with \( K \). Then the ratio of the mean amplitude, (45), to the square root of the product of the auto-spectra is...
If, for example, \( K = 32 \), this ratio is \( 0.22 \) which is \(-6.55 \) dB; this is not very far down relative to unity coherence, though the two processes are uncorrelated.

Also,

\[
\text{Var} \{ A \} = \left( 2 - \frac{\pi}{2} \right) \sigma^2 = \left( 2 - \frac{\pi}{2} \right) \frac{G_{xx}(f) G_{yy}(f)}{K},
\]

and, therefore,

\[
\frac{\text{Standard deviation} \{ A \}}{\text{Mean} \{ A \}} = \left( \frac{4 - \pi}{\pi} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} = 0.52,
\]

independent of \( K \) (or \( P \)). So for a zero cross-spectrum value, \( A = |\hat{G}_{xy}(f)| \) will always have the same amount of relative variation, regardless of the number of pieces \( P \) (for large \( P \)); thus, on a dB scale, the "ribbon width" of the cross-spectral estimate is independent of \( P \), when the two processes are uncorrelated.
DISCUSSION

An exact expression for the characteristic function of the power spectral estimate of a pure tone in Gaussian noise has been attained, and then specialized to noise-alone. In the noise-alone case, a numerical computation of the cumulative distribution function has been conducted. Comparison of the latter with an approximation utilizing only the mean and variance shows excellent agreement over a wide range of probabilities, regardless of the exact window, overlap, or the time-bandwidth product. This means that concentration on the equivalent degrees of freedom, particularly on its maximization, is sufficient for a probabilistic description of the auto-spectral estimate. Maximizing the equivalent degrees of freedom results in a narrower probability density function, as witnessed by the increased steepness of the cumulative probability distributions presented.

An entirely different method of auto- and cross-spectral estimation has been presented in references 7 and 8, and is mentioned here as a viable, attractive alternative, particularly for short data segments. Since only a few parameters are estimated, the estimates are potentially more stable, whereas the technique considered here (and in reference 1) assigns independent degrees of freedom to each and every frequency cell of interest and, therefore, requires the estimation of many more parameters.
Appendix A

DERIVATION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION

The first half of appendix C of reference 9 considers the Hermitian form

\[ F = X^H B X, \]  

(A-1)

with mean and covariance of the complex random variable matrix \( X \),

\[ E\{X\} = m, \text{Cov}\{X\} = E\{(X-m)(X-m)^H\} = K, \]  

(A-2)

where matrix \( X \) is \( P \times 1 \), and matrix \( B \) is Hermitian and \( P \times P \). Defining \( P \times P \) matrix

\[ A = K^{1/2} B K^{1/2}, \]  

(A-3)

with corresponding normalized modal matrix \( Q \) and (diagonal) eigenvalue matrix \( \lambda \), we can express (A-1) as

\[ F = V^H \Lambda V = \sum_{k=1}^{P} \lambda_k |v_k|^2, \]  

(A-4)

where matrix \( V \) is \( P \times 1 \) with mean and covariance

\[ E\{V\} = Q^H K^{-1/2} m \equiv \mu, \text{Cov}\{V\} = 1. \]  

(A-5)

Then a slight generalization* of the second half of appendix C of reference 9 (see also reference 10) yields the characteristic function of random variable \( F \) in (A-4) as

*We must also have \( E\{(X-m)(X-m)^T\} = 0 \), in addition to (A-2).
\[ C(\xi) = \prod_{k=1}^{p} \left( 1 - i \lambda_k \xi \right)^{-1} \exp \left( i \mu_k^2 \lambda_k \xi \right), \quad (A-6) \]

where \( \{ \lambda_k \} \) and \( \{ \mu_k \} \) are the elements of matrices \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \). The cumulants of \( F \) follow easily from (A-6) as

\[ c_n = (n-1)! \sum_{k=1}^{p} \lambda_k^n \left( 1 + n \mu_k^2 \right), \quad (A-7) \]

In particular, the first two cumulants are

\[
\text{Mean} \{ F \} = c_1 = \sum_{k=1}^{p} \lambda_k \left( 1 + \mu_k^2 \right),
\]

\[
\text{Var} \{ F \} = c_2 = \sum_{k=1}^{p} \lambda_k^2 \left( 1 + 2 \mu_k^2 \right). \quad (A-8)
\]

For the case of zero-mean variables, i.e., \( \mathbf{m} = \mathbf{0} \), (A-5) yields \( \mu = \mathbf{0} \), and the characteristic function becomes

\[ C(\xi) = \prod_{k=1}^{p} \left( 1 - i \lambda_k \xi \right)^{-1} \quad \text{for zero-mean variables.} \quad (A-9) \]

The cumulants are then

\[ c_n = (n-1)! \sum_{k=1}^{p} \lambda_k^n \quad \text{for zero-mean variables.} \quad (A-10) \]

It is not necessary to evaluate \( \mathbf{K}^{1/2} \) for eigenvalue purposes alone, because the eigenvalues \( \{ \lambda_k \} \) of matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) defined in (A-3) are the same as the eigenvalues of \( \mathbf{KB} \) or \( \mathbf{BK} \).
As a specific application of the general results above, we consider

$$B = 1, \ m = [m_1 \ldots m_p]^T, \ K = [K_{p,q}]$$

(A-11)

Then from (A-3), we see that \(A = K\). In order to evaluate (A-8), we notice that

$$\sum_{k=1}^p \lambda_k = \sum_{p=1}^p A_{pp} = PK_0,$$

(A-12)

$$\sum_{k=1}^p \lambda_k |\mu_k|^2 = \mu^H \lambda \mu = m^H K^{-\frac{1}{2}} Q \lambda Q^H K^{-\frac{1}{2}} m = m^H K^{-\frac{1}{2}} A K^{-\frac{1}{2}} m = m^H m = \sum_{k=1}^p |m_k|^2,$$

(A-13)

$$\sum_{k=1}^p \lambda_k^2 = \sum_{p,q=1}^p A_{pq} A_{qp} = \sum_{p,q=1}^p |K_{p,q}|^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{P-1} (P-|k|) |K_k|^2,$$

(A-14)

$$\sum_{k=1}^p \lambda_k^2 |\mu_k|^2 = \mu^H \lambda \lambda \mu = m^H K^{-\frac{1}{2}} Q \lambda \lambda Q^H K^{-\frac{1}{2}} m = m^H K^{-\frac{1}{2}} A Q \lambda Q^H K^{-\frac{1}{2}} m = m^H m = m^H K m,$$

(A-15)

Then (A-8) yields

$$\text{Mean} \ \{F\} = c_1 = PK_0 + \sum_{k=1}^P |m_k|^2,$$

$$\text{Var} \ \{F\} = c_2 = \sum_{k=1}^{P-1} (P-|k|) |K_k|^2 + 2 m^H K m.$$  

(A-16)

The specialization to zero-mean variables is obtained by dropping the last terms in (A-16).
Appendix B

DERIVATION OF COVARIANCE MATRIX

We are interested in deriving the two averages

\[ E\{Y_p Y_q^*\} \quad \text{and} \quad E\{Y_p Y_q\} \]

because they are needed for appendix A and to see if the conditions required there are satisfied. We have, from (7),

\[ E\{Y_p Y_q^*\} = \int \int dt \, du \, \exp(-i2\pi(f-u)) E\{n(t)n^*(u)\} \, w(t-\frac{1}{2}L-(p-1)S), \]

\[ w^*(u-\frac{1}{2}L-(q-1)S). \]

Letting the noise correlation in (B-2) be denoted by \( R_n(t-u) \), and its spectrum by \( G_n \), (B-2) becomes

\[ E\{Y_p Y_q^*\} = \int du \, G_n(\mu) \int dt \, \exp(i2\pi(\mu-f)t) \, w(t-\frac{1}{2}L-(p-1)S), \]

\[ \left\{ \int du \, \exp(i2\pi(\mu-f)u) \, w(u-\frac{1}{2}L-(q-1)S) \right\}^*. \]

\[ = \int du \, G_n(\mu) |W(f-\mu)|^2 \, \exp\left[i2\pi(f-\mu)(q-p)S\right]. \]  

This quantity is a function only of the difference of indices \( q \) and \( p \).

If spectral window \( |W|^2 \) is narrower than the detail in noise spectrum \( G_n \) in the neighborhood of analysis frequency \( f \), (B-3) simplifies to
\[
E \left\{ Y_p Y_q^* \right\} \equiv G_n(f) \int du |W(f-u)|^2 \exp\left[i2\pi(f-u)(q-p)S\right] = G_n(f)\phi_w((q-p)S),
\]

where

\[
\phi_w(\tau) \equiv \int dt w(t)w^*(t-\tau)
\]

is the autocorrelation function of data window \(w\).

Now let

\[
\frac{\phi_w(mS)}{\phi_w(0)} \equiv r_m.
\]

Then

\[
E\left\{ Y_p Y_q^* \right\} = G_n(f)\phi_w(0)r_{q-p},
\]

and from (10),

\[
K = G_n(f)\phi_w(0)R,
\]

where \(P \times P\) matrix

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & r_1 & r_2 & \cdots & r_{p-1} \\
r_{-1} & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
r_{1-p} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

is Hermitian, Toeplitz, and non-negative definite.* For real weighting \(w\), \(R\) is a real symmetric Toeplitz matrix. The matrix in (B-8) is the one required in (A-11) and (10).

*This property is easily proven by use of definitions (B-5) and (B-6).
The second quantity we desire is, by use of (7),

$$E \{ Y_{pn} Y_{qn} \} = \int dt \int du \exp(-i2\pi f(t+u)) \mathbb{E} \{ n(t)n(u) \} w\left[ t - \frac{1}{2} L - (p-1)S \right] \cdot w\left[ u - \frac{1}{2} L - (q-1)S \right].$$

Letting the noise correlation in (B-10) be denoted by $R_n(t-u)$, and its spectrum (Fourier transform) by $G_n$, (B-10) becomes

$$E \{ Y_{pn} Y_{qn} \} = \int d\mu G_n(\mu) \int dt \exp(i2\pi(\mu-f)t) w\left[ t - \frac{1}{2} L - (p-1)S \right] \cdot \int du \exp(-i2\pi(\mu+f)t) w\left[ u - \frac{1}{2} L - (q-1)S \right]$$

$$= \int d\mu G_n(\mu) W(f-\mu) W(f+\mu) \exp\left[ -i2\pi f(L-2S+pS+qS) - i2\pi \mu(q-p) \right].$$

(B-11)

If analysis frequency $f$ is greater than the bandwidth $B$ of spectral window $W$, then $W(f-\mu)$ and $W(f+\mu)$ do not overlap on the $\mu$-axis, and (B-11) yields

$$E \{ Y_{pn} Y_{qn} \} \approx 0 \text{ if } f > B.$$ 

(B-12)

Thus, the property desired in appendix A (footnote to equation (A-6)) holds true if $f > B$. 

---

B-3

Reverse Blank
Appendix C

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

The numerical computation of the cumulative probability distribution $\text{Prob}(\xi<v)$ is not accomplished here directly via the sum in (36). The reason is that, for large $P$, (36) is an alternating sum of terms of large magnitude, and accuracy is lost in the final result. Instead, the methods in references 3 and 4 are utilized on characteristic function (35): for a random variable limited to positive values, the cumulative probability distribution can be expressed as (reference 4)

$$P(\nu) = 1 - \frac{2}{\pi} \text{Re} \left\{ \int_0^\infty d\xi \frac{f_1(\xi)}{\xi} \exp(-i\xi\nu) \right\}, \nu > 0,$$

(C-1)

where $f_1(\xi)$ is the imaginary part of the characteristic function $f(\xi)$. We have $f_1(\xi)/\xi = E\{\hat{f}\}$ = 1 as $\xi \to 0$. We approximate (C-1) according to

$$P(\nu) \cong 1 - \frac{2}{\pi} \text{Re} \left\{ \int_0^{\xi_2} d\xi \frac{f_1(\xi)}{\xi} \exp(-i\xi\nu) \right\},$$

(C-2)

and then sample and approximate this expression according to

$$P(n\Delta\nu) \cong 1 - \frac{2}{\pi} \text{Re} \left\{ \Delta\xi \sum_{k=0}^L w_k \frac{f_1(k\Delta\xi)}{k\Delta\xi} \exp\left[-i(k\Delta\xi)(n\Delta\nu)\right] \right\},$$

(C-3)

where $L \Delta\xi = \xi_2$, and $\{w_k\}$ are Trapezoidal weights of integration. We choose sampling increment

$$\Delta\xi = \frac{2\pi}{N\Delta\nu},$$

(C-4)

where $N$ is chosen large enough that $f_1(\xi)/\xi$ does not change much in
The only remaining question is the choice of limit \( \xi_2 \) in (C-2).

From (35), we know that

\[
|f_i(\xi)| \leq |\hat{f}(\xi)| \leq \frac{1}{\prod_{p=1}^{P} \max \{1, r_p \xi\}},
\]

(E-7)

where \( r_p \equiv \lambda^{(R)} / p \). Therefore

\[
|f_i(\xi)| \leq \frac{1}{\prod_{p=1}^{P} \max \{r_p \xi\}},
\]

(E-8)
where \( IP \) can be 1 or 2 or \ldots or \( P \). Therefore the error, \( E \), in using (C-2) rather than (C-1) is bounded according to

\[
E \leq \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{\xi_2}^{\infty} \frac{d\xi}{\prod_{p=IP}^{P} \{r_p\}} \xi^{-P+IP-2} = \frac{2}{\pi} \left[ \prod_{p=IP}^{P} \{r_p\} \right]^{-1} \xi_2^{-P+IP-1} \frac{1}{P + 1 - IP}, \quad (C-9)
\]

This equation can be solved for

\[
\xi_2 = P \left[ \frac{2}{\pi E \prod_{p=IP}^{P} \{\lambda (R) \}_p \{P + 1 - IP\}} \right]^{1/P + 1 - IP}, \quad (C-10)
\]

with the guarantee that the error will be less than \( E \) if we choose \( \xi_2 \) according to (C-10). Since \( IP \) is not unique, we choose \( \xi_2 \) to be the minimum value over the range of \( IP=1, 2, \ldots, P \), for then the integration range in (C-2) can be kept to a minimum.

In summary, we:

- specify \( \Delta v \), \( E \), \( P \), \( BT \)
- compute \( \{\lambda(R)\}_p \) and \( \xi_2 \)
- choose \( N = 1024 \) (say)
- compute \( \Delta \xi = \frac{2\pi}{N \Delta v} \)
- compute \( L = \xi_2 / \Delta \xi \)
- let \( J = (L+1)/N \)
- compute (C-6)
- compute \( F \cdot T \{g_k\} \) and printout (C-5)
- choose \( N = 2048 \), go back to step 4, and observe change in printout.
A program for this procedure for the Hanning window follows. The subroutines TRIMXD and EIGVLD are presented in reference 11, and subroutines DPMCOS and DPMFFT are given in reference 12.

In order to execute the approximation (41), the line under statement number 2 is changed to CALL PROBA(BT, P, Y). This subroutine for the Cubic window is also presented below.

```fortran
INTEGER P
DIMENSION X(51), Y(51), Z(200), Y1ORM(25)
DATA Y1ORM / 3.71902, -3.29053, -3.09023, -2.87016, -2.57583, -2.32635,
  -2.07372, -1.64475, -1.26155, -0.84621, -0.42440, -0.25335, 0.0, 0.25335,
  0.42440, 0.84621, 1.26155, 1.64475, 2.07372, 2.32635, 2.57583, 2.87016,
  3.09023, 3.29053, 3.71902/
C=1.4405825 ' HANNING
CALL MDISP(Z, P)
CALL SUBJELZ(Z0,, Y1ORM(1), 3, Y1ORM(25))
CALL VOCFT(Z, 1150, 335, 2850, 2735)
DO 11 BT=3, P
HT=2., .5*BT
CALL SLTSH(Z, P, 30, 2)
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 0.0, Y1ORM(1))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 1.0, Y1ORM(25))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 1.5, Y1ORM(25))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 2.0, Y1ORM(1))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 1.0, Y1ORM(1))
CALL SLTSH(Z, P, 30, 2)
DO 21 I=1, P
CALL LIAM5D(Z, J, 25, Y1ORM(1))
DO 22 J=2, P
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 0.0, Y1ORM(J))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 1.0, Y1ORM(J))
CALL SLTSH(Z, P, 30, 2)
DO 23 I=1, P
C=1.4405825 ' HANNING
CALL MDISP(Z, P)
DATA Y1ORM / 3.71902, -3.29053, -3.09023, -2.87016, -2.57583, -2.32635,
  -2.07372, -1.64475, -1.26155, -0.84621, -0.42440, -0.25335, 0.0, 0.25335,
  0.42440, 0.84621, 1.26155, 1.64475, 2.07372, 2.32635, 2.57583, 2.87016,
  3.09023, 3.29053, 3.71902/
C=1.4405825 ' HANNING
CALL MDISP(Z, P)
CALL SUBJELZ(Z0,, Y1ORM(1), 3, Y1ORM(25))
CALL VOCFT(Z, 1150, 335, 2850, 2735)
DO 11 BT=3, P
HT=2., .5*BT
CALL SLTSH(Z, P, 30, 2)
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 0.0, Y1ORM(1))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 1.0, Y1ORM(25))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 1.5, Y1ORM(25))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 2.0, Y1ORM(1))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 1.0, Y1ORM(1))
CALL SLTSH(Z, P, 30, 2)
DO 21 I=1, P
CALL LIAM5D(Z, J, 25, Y1ORM(1))
DO 22 J=2, P
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 0.0, Y1ORM(J))
CALL LIAM5D(Z, 1.0, Y1ORM(J))
CALL SLTSH(Z, P, 30, 2)
DO 23 I=1, P
```

SUBROUTINE PNOIPDP(DP,T,P,ANS)
PARAMETER N=100 & MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PIECES
PARAMETER N=2048,N41=N/4+1
DOUBLE PRECISION R(M),O(M),E(M),W(M),F(M),GR(N),GI(N),LO(N)
S1),C,ERROR,DELV,P1,SL,TPE,XI2,PR,AT,DELXI,SU,WIDXI
INTEGER P,P1
DIMENSION ANS(1)
C=4085625800 & HANNING
IF(P,LE,M) GO TO 1
J=M
PRINT 2, P
99 FORMAT(/ P = 14,1 IS GREATER THAN M = 13/) DO 3 J=1,P
3 ANS(J)=1.
RETURN
1 ERROR=1.0-12.
DELV=.000
PI=3.141592653589793240
P1=P-1
SL=(BT/C-1.0D0)/P1 DO 4 K=0,P1
4 D(K+1)=U(K*SL)
DO 5 J=1,P DO 5 K=1,P
L=ABS(J-K+1)
R(K+1)=D(L)
CALL TRIMXL(P,R,K,U,B)
CALL EIGVLU(P,E,D,J,AT,FL,F)
TPE=2.0D0/(P*ERROR)
XI2=1.0D0 DO 6 J=P+1,1
6 PR=PR+LOG(E(J)) AT=1.0D0/(P-1.0D0)
S=P*EXP(AT*(LOG(TPE*AT)-PR)) XI2=MIN(XI2,S)
NF=2 N1=NF-1 ULLV=2.0D0*P1(J+1)
S=XI2/ULLV JC=(5+1.0D0)/NF IF N1=NF-1 DO 9 J=0,N1
9 S=S+P1(J+1)
DO 9 J=0,N1
S=S+P1(J+1)
C=(K+1)*U0
CALL DPMCGS(C0,NF)
J=0.4427*LOG(NF)+.5 CALL DPMFFT(GR,GI,C0,J,-1)
S=2.0D0*DELXI/PI DO 10 J=1,N1
10 CONTINUE CALL EXIT(1)
END
10 ANS(J)=1,00-5*GR(U)
   IF(N.EQ.14) RETURN
   DO 11 J=1,46+5
11 PRINT 12+ ANS(J),ANS(J+1),ANS(J+2),ANS(J+3),ANS(J+4)
   PRINT 12+ ANS(S1)
12 FORMAT('SE20,8')
   NF=N
   GO TO 7
FUNCTION U(T) & HANNING
   DOUBLE PRECISION T,S1
   IF(T.GE.1.00) GO TO 1
   S1=2.00*PI*T
   U=2.00/3.00*(1.00-T)*(1.00+T)*COS(COS(S1))+(.500/PI)*SIN(S1)
   RETURN
1 U0,D0
   RETURN
FUNCTION WFIUXI(X)
   DOUBLE PRECISION X,XTOP,AL,RE,RI,TEMP,SQ
   IF(X.GT.0.00) GO TO 1
   XTOP=1.0000
   WFIUXI=.5000
   RETURN
1 IF(X.GT.XTOP) GO TO 3
   AL=1.00
   BE=-E(P)*X/P
   DO 2 J=1,J/1
   BI=E(J-1)*X/P
   TEMP=AL+BE+J
   BE=E+AL*J
   2 AL=TEMP
   SQ=AL+BE+HE
   IF(SQ*(X*E(K)+OR)*10.00) XTOP=10.00*(XTOP,X)
   WFIUXI=10.00/(SQ*X)
   RETURN
3 WFIUXI=0.00
   RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PROHA(BT,P,ANS)
   DOUBLE PRECISION GD,0,BV,F11L
   INTEGER P,P1
   DIMENSION ANS(1)
   C=1.02009566 @ CUBIC
   P1=P-1
   SL=(BT/C-1.)/P1
   B=1,
   DO 1 K=1,P1
   B=B+2.*((1.+FLOAT(K))/P)*U(K*SL)*2
   CAPK=2.*P/B
   PRINT 101, CAPK
   101 FORMAT(/' CAPK 15 'E15.8')
   B=P/B
   IB=0
   FB=H-IB
   CALL GAMMA(1.+FD,G+S2,S2)
   GD=LOG(DBLE(G))
   UG 5 K=1,IB
   D=FD+K
   C-6
UNCLASSIFIED

5
GO=GD+LOG(C)
DO 3 K=1:51
V=.06*(K-1)
IF(V,GT,0.) GO TO 6
ANS(K)=0.
GO TO 3
6
BV=BEV
ANS(K)=EXP(B*LOG(BV)-BV+FILL(DBLE(B+1.),BV)-GD)
3
CONTINUE
RETURN
2
PRINT 4, B
4
FORMAT(/' PROBLEM AT B = 'E15.8) RETURN
FUNCTION FILL(A,EXU)
DOUBLE PRECISION SD,TD,AD,XD,A
SD=1.,DO
TD=1.,DO
AD=A=1.,DO
DO 1 K=1:1000
TD=TD*XD/(AD+K)
SD=SD+TD
1
IF(ABS(TD),LE,1.,D=8*ABS(SD)) GO TO 2
PRINT 3,
3
FORMAT(/' 1000 TERMS') RETURN
FUNCTION U(T) = CUBIC
IF(T,GE,1.) GO TO 1
U=1024.*151.*(*1.-T)**7
IF(T,GE,0.75) RETURN
U=U-8192./151.*(*0.75-T)**7
IF(T,GE,0.5) RETURN
U=U+28672./151.*(*0.5-T)**7
IF(T,GE,0.25) RETURN
U=U-57344./151.*(*0.25-T)**7
RETURN
1
U=0.
RETURN
END
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### INITIAL DISTRIBUTION LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressee</th>
<th>No. of Copies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASN (R&amp;D)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONR, Code 00, 427, 412-3, 480, 410</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNO, OP-090, -098, -902, -96, -983</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNM, MAT-00, -03, -03L4, -0302</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRL, Underwater Sound Reference Division</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBASE LANT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVOCEANO, Code 02, 7200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVELECSYSCOMHQ, Code 03, 051</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVSEASYSCOMHQ, SEA-03C, -032, -06H1, -06H1-1, -06H1-3, -06H2, -09G3 (4), -660E</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVAIRDEVSCEN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVWPNSCEN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTNSRDC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVCOASTLAB</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVENGRLAB</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVSURFWPNCSN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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